Operational Intelligence
and Training

Our dedication to excellence, coupled with our respective
experience in uniform, government service, and engineering
services, provides us with a unique perspective to address
our clients' challenges.
Titania possesses superior capabilities and competencies,
delivering world-class operational intelligence and training
support. Similarly, Titania provides expert intelligence
analysts that harvest, review, and handle information,
facilitating our apporach to supporting real-world missions
and providing research and analysis to the Army’s synthetic
training scenarios.
Titania plays a critical role in designing, developing, and
integrating training events and solutions in support of the
U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence (USAICoE),
Training & Doctrine Command’s (TRADOC) G2, Army units
in garrison. Our Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and software
engineers deliver exceptional research, analysis, an
development, thus allowing for integration of products,
encompassing the training information infrastructure,
materials, services, and facilities to enable training that
develops and sustains Soldier and Leader competence
across all training domains.
Our experienced SMEs include: professionals with
international, joint, and coalition experience; specialized
SMEs from academia; nationally published Cyber experts;
skilled analysts in every intelligence domain; and combat
arms experts. We deliver un-replicated, distinctive, and
valuable knowledge and skills.

Capabilities
Intelligence Analysis &
Support (all INTs)
Culture Analysis (research,
reporting, training)
Data Analytics and
Informatics
Operational Training (inresidence, mobile, distance
learning, and Train-theTrainer)
Analytic Tradecraft
Instruction
Instructional Systems Design
(ISD) (platform and scenario
based)
Courseware Development
(using a variety of ISD
approaches)
SharePoint Design,
Architecture, Knowledge
Management / Information
Management (KM/IM)
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Operational Intelligence and Training

Titania’s training cadre provides a flexible combination of industry best practices and Department of
Defense (DoD) instructional methodology using government approved instructional systems design
models, automated tools, and a variety of Learning Management Systems. This approach identifies
strengths and weaknesses, resulting in clear courses of action for sustained training success. Titania
provides the DoD and the Intelligence Community with quality instruction and an agile ability to adapt
to rapid changes in educational approaches while continuing to meet the needs for developing and
sustaining highly competent, resilient, and adaptive DoD intelligence professionals.

Operational Intelligence & Training Related Services
Provide a range of support across the
TRADOC
– Develop and integrate real-world
scenario-based capstone problem solving
events
– Provide e-learning and sociocultural
research analysis
– Provide real-world data; transformation;
and tailored individual and collective unit
training solutions
– Provide high-level analytical,
operational, and programmatic support to
Army Force Management activities

Provide SMEs in all intelligence
disciplines to support Army programs
Develop and integrate business logic and
complex visualization into Intelligence
collaboration tools
Support the USAICoE

About Titania
Founded in 2012, Titania delivers valued services to the Federal government in support of their most critical missions. In
2020, the company was acquired by Swish Data and operates as an independent business subsidiary. Titania professional
services include Operational Intelligence and Training, Healthcare Information Technology, IT and Program Management,
and Test and Evaluation Services.
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